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comparatives and superlatives are some of the hardest parts of the english language to
grasp even for native english speakers sometimes there is more than one way to write
them as well such as with the word vain when comparing you say more vain than but when
you are using it as a superlative you can use both most vain and vainest depending on
your sentence structure this workbook will help you through over 250 exercise
worksheets with the most common ones you will find using more most and less least when
describing people places things animal situations and events gives your audience a
better picture in their mind of what you are talking about audisee ebooks with audio
combine professional narration and text highlighting for an engaging read aloud
experience what are comparatives and superlatives after reading this book you ll have a
much clearer idea and will be the best at forming these descriptive words brian p
cleary and brian gable explain how these forms of adjectives compare nouns through the
cleverest rhymes and illustrations that are sillier than ever each comparative or
superlative word is printed in color for easier identification breezier cheesier newest
and bluest what are comparatives and superlatives turns traditional grammar lessons on
end read it aloud and share in the delight of the sense and nonsense of words uses each
letter of the alphabet to introduce a grade appropriate adjective along with its
comparative form and its superlative form 35 printable pages to help your students
identify use comparative and superlative adjectives each page has a wildlife photo
butterfly bee flower tree cactus bird lizard etc and a place for six sentences on the
first page students create sentences using a photo of a butterfly on a flower and the
adjectives cute cuter cutest and fast faster fastest on page 6 students create
sentences using a photo of two hawks in the sky using the adjectives high higher
highest and loud louder loudest on page 25 students use a photo of two lizards on a
rock to create sentences with the adjectives nervous more nervous most nervous and
colorful more colorful most colorful adjectives cute fast bright hairy bumpy tough
sharp short messy crunchy high loud young weak curvy strong flat far hungry quick
fluffy patient dark old light muddy new long big happy windy noisy slow scary sweet
soft angry low comfortable funny rough thirsty tall irritating quiet calm flat jealous
nervous colorful shy dry dirty wet cold small thin mad sticky early late near clean
heavy talkative thick hard close smooth weak this book investigates the syntax and
semantics of proportional most and other majority quantifiers across languages carmen
dobrovie sorin and ion giurgea draw on data from around 40 languages to demonstrate the
existence of two distinct semantic types of most a distributive type which compares
cardinalities of sets of atoms and a cumulative type which involves measuring plural
and mass entities with respect to a whole on the syntactic side the most significant
difference is between partitive and non partitive configurations certain majority
quantifiers are specific to partitive constructions while others are also allowed in
non partitives the volume also explores complex expressions of the type the largest
part and nominal quantifiers of the type the majority the authors argue in favour of a
quantificational analysis of most in contrast to many recent studies but adopt a
bipartition cum superlative analysis for the largest part the volume is a large scale
crosslinguistic investigation offering typological insights as well as case studies
from a range of languages including german romanian hungarian hindi and syrian arabic
the findings have implications for the study of number marking partitivity kind
reference in definiteness marking and other crucial issues in linguistic theory the
ability to compare is fundamental to human cognition expressing various types of
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comparison is thus essential to any language the present volume presents detailed
grammatical descriptions of how comparison and gradation are expressed in ancient indo
european languages the detailed chapters devoted to the individual languages go far
beyond standard handbook knowledge each chapter is structured the same way to
facilitate cross reference and typological comparison the data are presented in a top
down fashion and in a format easily accessible to the linguistic community the topics
covered are similatives equatives comparatives superlatives elatives and excessives
each type of comparison is illustrated with glossed examples of all its attested
grammatical realizations the book is an indispensable tool for typologists historical
linguists and students of the syntax and morphosyntax of comparison this book
investigates the syntax and semantics of proportional most and other majority
quantifiers across languages carmen dobrovie sorin and ion giurgea draw on data from
around 40 languages to demonstrate the existence of two distinct semantic types of most
a distributive type which compares cardinalities of sets of atoms and a cumulative type
which involves measuring plural and mass entities with respect to a whole on the
syntactic side the most significant difference is between partitive and non partitive
configurations certain majority quantifiers are specific to partitive constructions
while others are also allowed in non partitives the volume also explores complex
expressions of the type the largest part and nominal quantifiers of the type the
majority the authors argue in favour of a quantificational analysis of most in contrast
to many recent studies but adopt a bipartition cum superlative analysis for the largest
part the volume is a large scale crosslinguistic investigation offering typological
insights as well as case studies from a range of languages including german romanian
hungarian hindi and syrian arabic the findings have implications for the study of
number marking partitivity kind reference in definiteness marking and other crucial
issues in linguistic theory a collection of superlative facts about the u s includes
the biggest tricycle sunniest city fastest glacier most secure prison biggest ball of
twine largest door smallest church and more this collection of essays drawn from the
latest generation of whitehead scholars explores how in the deconstruction of certain
concepts an unceasing invitation of possibility and change is released both in relation
to ongoing philosophical conversations and as applied to lived experience the essays
make a significant intervention in the field of whiteheadian scholarship by creating
new intersections and paths that extend whitehead s thought in novel and often
unexpected directions the philosophy of alfred north whitehead proposes a radical
reconceptualization of experience one in which we and all other things are composed of
mutually implicated series of events in an infinite universe of interaction generating
and regenerating experience far from indicating a new superlative of holistic integrity
whitehead prefers the always incomplete movement of all realities which is the source
of vitality for every new generation this volume applies whitehead s philosophy to
superlatives those valued concepts that limit and define our categories amid the flux
of experience the first half of this book probes the superlatives that have
historically defined philosophical method in the west these essays trace the adventures
of concepts like substance novelty system and truth ossified oppositions that define
these superlatives are fractured indicating new directions for growth the essays in the
second half of the book reflect on the influx fragility and impossibility of
superlatives like care tragedy love and loss in human experience generating new matters
of philosophical discourse superlatives abound but whitehead cautions us to attend to
their multiplicity the mutual immanence of events constantly generates new
constellations of importance and so superlatives because they are contingent upon
unstable modes of togetherness cannot be taken for granted any of these concepts may
have a particular significance today but as events coalesce into new constellations
those ideals will continue to take on new meaning dutch a comprehensive grammar is a
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complete reference guide to modern dutch grammar this completely updated new edition
covers the new spelling system introduced in 1997 and the latest reform of 2005 a new
section covers modal particles concentrating on the real patterns of use in modern
dutch through lively and accessible descriptions of the language the grammar is an
essential reference source for the learner of dutch irrespective of level it is ideal
for use in schools colleges universities and adult classes of all types as well as
being indispensable to those teaching themselves the volume is organized to promote a
thorough understanding of dutch grammar it offers a stimulating analysis of the
complexities of the language and provides full and clear explanations throughout the
emphasis is on dutch as used by present day native speakers an extensive index and
numbered paragraphs provide readers with easy access to the information they require
features include detailed treatment of the common grammatical structures and parts of
speech extensive exemplification particular attention to areas of confusion and
difficulty dutch english parallels highlighted throughout the book
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Learning Comparatives and Superlatives 2019-02-19
comparatives and superlatives are some of the hardest parts of the english language to
grasp even for native english speakers sometimes there is more than one way to write
them as well such as with the word vain when comparing you say more vain than but when
you are using it as a superlative you can use both most vain and vainest depending on
your sentence structure this workbook will help you through over 250 exercise
worksheets with the most common ones you will find using more most and less least when
describing people places things animal situations and events gives your audience a
better picture in their mind of what you are talking about

Breezier, Cheesier, Newest, and Bluest 2017-08-01
audisee ebooks with audio combine professional narration and text highlighting for an
engaging read aloud experience what are comparatives and superlatives after reading
this book you ll have a much clearer idea and will be the best at forming these
descriptive words brian p cleary and brian gable explain how these forms of adjectives
compare nouns through the cleverest rhymes and illustrations that are sillier than ever
each comparative or superlative word is printed in color for easier identification
breezier cheesier newest and bluest what are comparatives and superlatives turns
traditional grammar lessons on end read it aloud and share in the delight of the sense
and nonsense of words

AlphaBest 2012-09
uses each letter of the alphabet to introduce a grade appropriate adjective along with
its comparative form and its superlative form

Comparatives and Superlatives at the County Fair 2012
35 printable pages to help your students identify use comparative and superlative
adjectives each page has a wildlife photo butterfly bee flower tree cactus bird lizard
etc and a place for six sentences on the first page students create sentences using a
photo of a butterfly on a flower and the adjectives cute cuter cutest and fast faster
fastest on page 6 students create sentences using a photo of two hawks in the sky using
the adjectives high higher highest and loud louder loudest on page 25 students use a
photo of two lizards on a rock to create sentences with the adjectives nervous more
nervous most nervous and colorful more colorful most colorful adjectives cute fast
bright hairy bumpy tough sharp short messy crunchy high loud young weak curvy strong
flat far hungry quick fluffy patient dark old light muddy new long big happy windy
noisy slow scary sweet soft angry low comfortable funny rough thirsty tall irritating
quiet calm flat jealous nervous colorful shy dry dirty wet cold small thin mad sticky
early late near clean heavy talkative thick hard close smooth weak

Comparative and Superlative Adjectives 2014-12-22
this book investigates the syntax and semantics of proportional most and other majority
quantifiers across languages carmen dobrovie sorin and ion giurgea draw on data from
around 40 languages to demonstrate the existence of two distinct semantic types of most
a distributive type which compares cardinalities of sets of atoms and a cumulative type
which involves measuring plural and mass entities with respect to a whole on the
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syntactic side the most significant difference is between partitive and non partitive
configurations certain majority quantifiers are specific to partitive constructions
while others are also allowed in non partitives the volume also explores complex
expressions of the type the largest part and nominal quantifiers of the type the
majority the authors argue in favour of a quantificational analysis of most in contrast
to many recent studies but adopt a bipartition cum superlative analysis for the largest
part the volume is a large scale crosslinguistic investigation offering typological
insights as well as case studies from a range of languages including german romanian
hungarian hindi and syrian arabic the findings have implications for the study of
number marking partitivity kind reference in definiteness marking and other crucial
issues in linguistic theory

Majority Quantification and Quantity Superlatives
2021-03-31
the ability to compare is fundamental to human cognition expressing various types of
comparison is thus essential to any language the present volume presents detailed
grammatical descriptions of how comparison and gradation are expressed in ancient indo
european languages the detailed chapters devoted to the individual languages go far
beyond standard handbook knowledge each chapter is structured the same way to
facilitate cross reference and typological comparison the data are presented in a top
down fashion and in a format easily accessible to the linguistic community the topics
covered are similatives equatives comparatives superlatives elatives and excessives
each type of comparison is illustrated with glossed examples of all its attested
grammatical realizations the book is an indispensable tool for typologists historical
linguists and students of the syntax and morphosyntax of comparison

A Grammar of the Portuguese Language in a Simple and
Practical Form, with a Course of Exercises 1876
this book investigates the syntax and semantics of proportional most and other majority
quantifiers across languages carmen dobrovie sorin and ion giurgea draw on data from
around 40 languages to demonstrate the existence of two distinct semantic types of most
a distributive type which compares cardinalities of sets of atoms and a cumulative type
which involves measuring plural and mass entities with respect to a whole on the
syntactic side the most significant difference is between partitive and non partitive
configurations certain majority quantifiers are specific to partitive constructions
while others are also allowed in non partitives the volume also explores complex
expressions of the type the largest part and nominal quantifiers of the type the
majority the authors argue in favour of a quantificational analysis of most in contrast
to many recent studies but adopt a bipartition cum superlative analysis for the largest
part the volume is a large scale crosslinguistic investigation offering typological
insights as well as case studies from a range of languages including german romanian
hungarian hindi and syrian arabic the findings have implications for the study of
number marking partitivity kind reference in definiteness marking and other crucial
issues in linguistic theory

A grammar of the Portuguese language 1876
a collection of superlative facts about the u s includes the biggest tricycle sunniest
city fastest glacier most secure prison biggest ball of twine largest door smallest
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church and more

Analysis of the English language 1869
this collection of essays drawn from the latest generation of whitehead scholars
explores how in the deconstruction of certain concepts an unceasing invitation of
possibility and change is released both in relation to ongoing philosophical
conversations and as applied to lived experience the essays make a significant
intervention in the field of whiteheadian scholarship by creating new intersections and
paths that extend whitehead s thought in novel and often unexpected directions the
philosophy of alfred north whitehead proposes a radical reconceptualization of
experience one in which we and all other things are composed of mutually implicated
series of events in an infinite universe of interaction generating and regenerating
experience far from indicating a new superlative of holistic integrity whitehead
prefers the always incomplete movement of all realities which is the source of vitality
for every new generation this volume applies whitehead s philosophy to superlatives
those valued concepts that limit and define our categories amid the flux of experience
the first half of this book probes the superlatives that have historically defined
philosophical method in the west these essays trace the adventures of concepts like
substance novelty system and truth ossified oppositions that define these superlatives
are fractured indicating new directions for growth the essays in the second half of the
book reflect on the influx fragility and impossibility of superlatives like care
tragedy love and loss in human experience generating new matters of philosophical
discourse superlatives abound but whitehead cautions us to attend to their multiplicity
the mutual immanence of events constantly generates new constellations of importance
and so superlatives because they are contingent upon unstable modes of togetherness
cannot be taken for granted any of these concepts may have a particular significance
today but as events coalesce into new constellations those ideals will continue to take
on new meaning

The Elements of English Grammar 1897
dutch a comprehensive grammar is a complete reference guide to modern dutch grammar
this completely updated new edition covers the new spelling system introduced in 1997
and the latest reform of 2005 a new section covers modal particles concentrating on the
real patterns of use in modern dutch through lively and accessible descriptions of the
language the grammar is an essential reference source for the learner of dutch
irrespective of level it is ideal for use in schools colleges universities and adult
classes of all types as well as being indispensable to those teaching themselves the
volume is organized to promote a thorough understanding of dutch grammar it offers a
stimulating analysis of the complexities of the language and provides full and clear
explanations throughout the emphasis is on dutch as used by present day native speakers
an extensive index and numbered paragraphs provide readers with easy access to the
information they require features include detailed treatment of the common grammatical
structures and parts of speech extensive exemplification particular attention to areas
of confusion and difficulty dutch english parallels highlighted throughout the book

A New English Grammar, Logical and Historical 1892
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Exposition of the Grammatical Structure of the English
Language 1874

A Short German Grammar for High Schools and Colleges 1881

A grammar of the German language, adapted from Heyse's
Theoretical and practical German grammar 1852

A Grammar of the Italian Language 1875

Comparison and Gradation in Indo-European 2021-06-08

Latin Grammar: Etymology and an introduction to syntax.
1879 1879

An English Grammar 1895

A compendious grammar and philological hand-book of the
English language 1871

Majority Quantification and Quantity Superlatives 2021

Cambridge University Examination Papers 1873

Superlatives USA 2005

A New Italian Grammar, on a Plan which Will Greatly
Facilitate a Practical as Well as a Theoretical Knowledge
of the Language 1880

An Elementary Grammar of the Italian Language ... 1877
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A Philological Introduction to Greek and Latin for
Students 1879

A Latin Primer 1911

Latin Grammar Together with a Systematic Treatment of
Latin Composition 1879

Handbook to the grammar of the Greek Testament [by S. G.
Green, revised by G. A. Jacob and R. A. Girdlestone]. 1880

Beyond Superlatives 2014-04-23

The Elements of the English Language 1890

Abstract of Eng. Grammar ... Formed on the Plan of
Grammatik Der Englischen Sprache ... 1870

English Grammar 1875

A Parser and Analyzer for Beginners 1869

A Grammar of the French Language 1836

Language Lessons 1876

Notes and Queries: A Medium of Inter-Communication for
Literary Men, Artists, Antiquaries, Genealogists, Etc 1880

The Superlative 1899
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The Preliminary Army and Civil Service Guide to Latin
Grammar 1872

Dutch: A Comprehensive Grammar 2008-06-17

Allen and Greenough's Latin Grammar for Schools and
Colleges 1889
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